
Agencies Guide to Avoiding 
Ransomware Disasters

Stay up and running (and out of the news} 

Government agencies are not immune to downtime 
due to natural disasters and cybercrime. When 
ransomware held the City of Atlanta hostage for 
several days in March of 2018, it made national news 
and cost them $17.8M. More frightening still was 
the hack that took down the city of Baltimore's 911 
dispatch systems for a weekend. 

Equally devastating disasters were reported all over the 
country, but they could have been avoided with proper 
Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery solutions in 
place. Whether it's an angry employee deleting files on 
their way out, someone accidently deleting an 
important folder, a natural disaster ruining hardware, or 
a ransomware attack locking employees out of their 
emails, Datto products powered by ITPartners+ 
empower educational institutions and government 
agencies to stay up and running in the face of any 
catastrophe. 

As a TIPS vendor, which allows your agency to avoid 
the procurement process with pre-negotiated pricing, 
ITPartners+ goes a step further than just backing up 
data. Our Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery 
solutions provide: 

• Image-based backup technology, ensuring that a full
picture of your systems are preserved below the 
operating system level. 

• Local and cloud infrastructure options to backup 
every snapshot in Datto's private cloud, protecting 
your data with bi-coastal gee-replication. 

• Virtualization enabling agencies to operate as usual 
without compromising data or incurring unnecessary 
downtime during a disaster. 

What you get with Datto Unified Continuity 
Reduces disaster costs and avoid system downtime 
when it matters most 

Proprietary Inverse Chain Technology ensures all 
backups will restore smoothly 

Full toolkit of restore options to meet any disaster scenario 

Helps you meet compliance standards SOC 2 Type II audited 
Supports HIPAA and GDPR compliance needs 

Advanced Backup Verification 
Designed to give you 100% confidence in our backups 

After Every Backup: On Screenshot Verification: 
• File System Integrity • Application

Check Verification
• Volume Check • Service Verification

• VSS Check

• Ransomware
Detection

For a TIPS Quote, Contact: 

• Custom Scripting

Sean Trudeau 616-828-1010 

TIPS Contract Number: 181201 

TIPS Contract Name: Data Backup Disaster Recovery 
Visit our TIPS profile page here 

https://www.tips-usa.com/vendorProfile.cfm?RecordID=31A485EBACB8DF9FC59230F4F3936B8D

